ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Danville Transforms
Its Economy With Fiber
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An aging Virginia city is making a surprising comeback after losing its
traditional economic base. An open-access municipal fiber network was
an important part of the plan.
By Andrew Michael Cohill, Ph.D. ■ Design Nine Inc.

The White Mill Building is being renovated as a
data center with office space for business start-ups.

T

he city of Danville, located on
the banks of the Dan River in the
Southside region of Virginia, has
a rich history dating back to the 1700s.
Manufacturing, tobacco and textiles were
the major industries for most of the 20th
century. Forty years ago, Danville was
still a prosperous economic powerhouse
in south central Virginia. The wholesale
tobacco business and textile manufacturing provided thousands of jobs and made
the city a place of opportunity for businesses large and small. One key business
was Dan River Industries, a major textile
manufacturing firm that built one of the
world’s largest textile manufacturing
plants in Danville.
In the 1990s, as the use of tobacco
declined and most textile manufacturing migrated out of the United States to
countries with lower labor costs, Dan-
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ville lost thousands of agriculture- and
textile-related jobs. For some years, it
had the unenviable reputation of having
the highest unemployment in Virginia.
Today, however, the city is attracting
new industries and jobs, and nDanville,
the city-owned open-access fiber network, plays a key role in business attraction and retention.
Because Danville’s past investments
in public infrastructure were geared
largely toward support of manufacturing, the community had good road access, reliable electric service and excel-

lent rail service. However, in the early
21st century, as technology became
a driving force with the rise of the Internet, these assets were not enough to
help the city as its economy struggled.
Before the creation of nDanville, the
city lost several major opportunities to
attract companies with hundreds of jobs
because of a lack of affordable, highcapacity fiber services.
City leaders, economic developers
and regional organizations such as the
Southern Piedmont Technology Council recognized that continuing to rely
on traditional manufacturing as a driver
of jobs and economic development
was not going to produce the results
needed to drive down the high unemployment that resulted from the loss of
textile manufacturing jobs. City leaders
made a commitment to invest broadly
and over a long period of time in three
tightly focused areas: advanced telecommunications infrastructure, technology
education and workforce training and
retraining, and carefully targeted downtown revitalization projects.
Ten years later, this slow, steady approach has begun to pay the expected
dividends. Companies based on sophisticated new technology are moving to
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Danville for its advanced fiber infrastructure, trained workforce and suitable office and manufacturing space.
The nDanville Network
The city’s high-performance, open-access
fiber network, nDanville, has provided
broadband connectivity to Danville businesses since 2007. Danville was the first
municipality to deploy a fully automated,
Layer 3 open-access network; nDanville,
with more than 135 miles of fiber, passes
more than 1,000 business locations, including every parcel in all five business
parks. Current customers have access to
100 Mbps fiber connections capable of
delivering a wide variety of services, and
1 Gbps and 10 Gbps connections are
available upon request.
A major network expansion focused
on the medical community led the city
to receive one of the two 2011 Founders
Awards from the Intelligent Community Forum, and the city was designated
by the Forum as a Smart21 city in 2010,
2011 and 2012.
In 2012, nDanville will complete its
first FTTH residential service deployment to approximately 500 homes. Engineering and permitting on the FTTH
expansion is complete, and construction
is expected to start before the end of
2011. The first customers should be able
to receive services in early spring 2012.
Utilities Lead the Way
Danville’s ownership of its electric utility (it has been in the electric service
business since 1876) gave it a significant
advantage in deploying fiber. It is the
largest of 15 municipalities in Virginia
that own electric power distribution services. The Danville Utilities Department
serves approximately 44,000 electricity
customers in Danville, the southern portion of Pittsylvania County and small
portions of Halifax and Henry Counties. Slightly more than half the customer accounts are located in Danville’s
44-square-mile area, and the rest are in
a 456-square mile rural area outside the
city. As in other fiber communities that
own electric utilities, city ownership of
utility poles eliminates negotiation of
pole attachment fees and minimizes the
impact of make-ready costs.

Danville’s ownership of its electric utility – it has
been in the electric service business since 1876 –
gave it a significant advantage in deploying fiber.
The Utilities Department took the
lead in deploying fiber early in the first
decade of the 21st century. In pursuit
of its initial goal – a modern, resilient
and robust smart grid – it connected all
its electric substations with fiber, which
gave it real-time power monitoring controls and real-time problem diagnosis. At
the same time, fiber was also deployed to
city office buildings and schools to create a high-performance city intranet.
Public safety agencies benefited as well,

gaining Wi-Fi access to data from patrol cars and a state-of-the-art digital
radio system that allowed direct car-tocar communications among five public
safety agencies in two states.
In 2006, the Utilities Department
retained Design Nine, a broadband
planning and network design firm, to
assist with the development of a strategy to open up the existing 75 miles of
fiber for commercial and business use.
In 2007, the nDanville open-access fiber

Design Principles for
the nDanville Network
Early planning for nDanville led to a set of design principles that continue
to guide network expansion.
Universal access: The long-term goal of the project is that every business
and home should have the same level and quality of service. This commitment supports the open-access business model by aggregating the largest
possible number of potential customers for service providers.
Level playing field: Every service provider should be able to play by the
same rules. nDanville has a single public price list available to all providers.
There are no special deals or unpublished rates.
Public-private partnerships: City investments in broadband infrastructure should create private sector business opportunities. The city sells no
services to businesses or residents.
Multiservice network: nDanville is an open-access network that supports
multiple providers and a wide variety of services well beyond the traditional triple play to create true competition and lower prices.
Symmetric bandwidth: The availability of services offering affordable
symmetric bandwidth was viewed as critical to the economic revitalization
of Danville. Any transport service requested by a provider can be configured with equal upstream and downstream data capacity to support business-class services and applications. This early decision is now becoming
increasingly important with the rapid increase in the use of business videoconferencing, which requires symmetric bandwidth to perform adequately.
Unlimited bandwidth: Another early design goal was that any home or
business should have the capacity to use any service needed to compete
in the global economy. nDanville’s active Ethernet fiber network offers 100
Mbps, 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps connections as standard, and DWDM lightpaths
are available on request.
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Revitalization projects in downtown Danville have been undertaken along with the buildout of the
nDanville network.

network became available in five business parks, the downtown area and the
historic Tobacco Warehouse District.
The city does not sell broadband
services such as Internet, phone service
or TV but operates the broadband network as a “public access digital roadway.” As with conventional transportation roadways, the city builds and
maintains Danville’s digital roads, but
private businesses use the system to deliver broadband services. This approach
creates broad opportunities for Internet
service providers, which can offer a wide
variety of services on the network for
very low cost. Gamewood, a local service provider, has been a major beneficiary of the effort, and in anticipation
of the FTTH buildout, Gamewood recently added an IPTV service offering.

have been targeted at the new economic
development building blocks that attract
the entrepreneurial Cultural Creatives
described by Richard Florida in his book
“The Rise of the Creative Class.”
While the city expanded its fiber network, the grand old buildings of the Tobacco Warehouse District were restored
and redeveloped into Class A office space
and live-work locations. Many buildings
in the Tobacco Warehouse District have

been designated as historical landmarks
because of their unique architecture.
A large portion of the downtown
area is being redesignated as the River
District. This area has been the heart of
Danville since the 1700s and is a major
focus of revitalization. The goal was to
make Danville’s downtown more attractive to young people and to bring more
workers into the downtown core, which
would have the secondary effect of creating more customer traffic for downtown retail businesses.
In the past year, the city has begun
two new projects: the renovation of the
White Mill Building and the installation
of a downtown supercomputer facility.
The White Mill Building was built in
1920 and has more than 650,000 square
feet of space on four heavily reinforced
concrete floors. Located just two blocks
from the core downtown business district, the building was abandoned for 15
years. It has now been cleaned up and
renovated, and planning is under way to
house a Tier 3 or Tier 4 data center there
as well as to provide Class A office space
for business start-ups and entrepreneurial ventures.
In June 2011, Danville leaders announced that the city would be the first
site outside a federal laboratory or university for a next-generation Cray XMT

Danville’s use of its own utility poles
for the nDanville network represents a
great time and cost saving.

An Integrated Approach
to Growth
Despite Danville’s early bet on fiber infrastructure as one strategy for economic
revitalization, city and area leaders knew
that the network was not a panacea for
growth. They also focused on creating
a skilled, 21st-century workforce and
making available such traditional infrastructure as Class A office space, computational facilities and colocation facilities. Danville’s innovation strategies
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supercomputer. The supercomputer,
which will be part of the newly formed
Center for Applied High Performance
Computing, will be located in the Tobacco Warehouse District. Part of the
goal of the effort is to reduce the cost
of access to supercomputing facilities for
businesses in the Danville area.
The Turnaround
In just a decade, Danville has gone from
having the highest unemployment in
the state of Virginia (19 percent at its
peak) to attracting national attention as
an excellent small city with a low cost
of living, world-class technology infrastructure, revitalized downtown livework spaces and a workforce trained

nDanville’s bandwidth and reliability drew
IKEA, CBN and other manufacturers.
businesses. The availability of nDanville
fiber at the location was the deal maker.
IKEA chose Danville as the location
for its first U.S. manufacturing facility,
and nDanville fiber played a role from
the very first days of construction, as
IKEA required fiber for the temporary
offices on its construction site. CBN
located in Danville in part because of
the high security of nDanville’s fiber
connections; the firm produces all the

telephone service and TV service in the
city. In 2011, Gamewood, one of the
local service providers, began offering
IPTV services via nDanville, and the
first customer was the regional Danville
Medical Center. Every room in the hospital has a television for patient use, and
by switching to the new IPTV provider,
the hospital was able to cut the cost of
that service while simultaneously offering better quality programming.

The Institute for Advanced Learning and Research is a catalyst
for economic and community transformation in Danville.

to meet the needs of today’s high-tech
businesses.
As nDanville grew to connect more
than 150 businesses, the economy began to rebound as well. The most visible results of the network are the new
companies and jobs that have come to
Danville in the past two years, capping
10 years of planning, investment and
collaboration. The reuse and renovation
of the White Mill Building and the new
workers that it will bring is expected to
have a dramatic effect on downtown

driver’s licenses for Virginia, transmitting license pictures and other personal
information over nDanville. In addition, nDanville connects a majority of
the medical clinics and health facilities
in the city, which has helped reduce the
cost of health care and made exchanging
bandwidth-intensive medical records
and imaging files much easier.
The nDanville high-performance fiber network has brought other jobs and
businesses to Danville and has helped
drive down the cost of Internet access,

nDanville is now operationally in the
black; revenues exceed the cost of managing and maintaining the network.
When nDanville first began operations,
there was skepticism that an open-access
network would be financially sustainable. Because of the financial success of
the network, the city agreed to support
the FTTH residential expansion, which
sets the stage for realizing the longerterm vision of fiber to every home and
business in the Danville Electric Utilities service area. v
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